
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1767

After a moment of silence, there was a majestic voice:

“you said!”

“Someone wants to be disadvantageous to my Lin family, that is, the

genius doctor Lin who is more famous in China recently. He is here

now!”

Lin Hongtu said, and then looked at Lin Fan with a sneer, eyes full of

mockery.

It seems that as long as the owner of this phone speaks, Lin Fan must

let Lin Zongrui go.

“Let him answer the phone!”

Then, Lin Hongtu said triumphantly:

“Lin Fan, someone is looking for you to listen to the call. After

answering the call, go away like a dog! Hahaha!”

“Grandpa, who did you call for help?”

Lin Zongrui was shocked when he saw Lin Hongtu’s proud look, and

asked with excitement on his face.

But Lin Hongtu smiled mysteriously and said:

“You will know soon.”

Lin Fan answered the phone suspiciously, and then asked:

“This is Lin Fan, who can I look for?”

There was a little coldness in the voice of the man on the other end:

“My name is Xu Longguan!”

boom!

Upon hearing this name, Lin Zongrui and his son, as well as Zhang

Jianjun, trembled fiercely, and their faces were filled with

consternation.

Obviously, I was scared to be stupid!

Xu Longguan, how could they not know this name?

What a familiar name it is, no one in China knows it!

Because the owner of this name is one of China’s four major army

seats!

When Lin Hongtu called Xu Longguan for help?

Oh my!

The Lin family still has such a relationship with Xu Junzuo?

This is simply incredible!

“Hahaha, Lin Fan, even Xu Junzuo is on my side, you can’t kill me!”

“Lin Fan, I heard that Grandpa said nothing, let’s get out of here like a

dog!”

Lin Zongrui laughed loudly, at this moment he knew he had escaped.

No matter how awesome Lin Fan is, he can’t fight against Xu Junzuo,

right?

He didn’t believe that this idiot had such courage and patience, if he

really dared to do so, I’m afraid Xu Junzheng would cut him off.

but!

Next, Lin Fan smiled slightly and asked Xu Longguan on that end:

“So?”

Huh!

All sounds stopped abruptly at this moment!

Everyone was dumbfounded, all of them dared not hear their own ears.

So?

This guy, do you know what he’s talking about, how dare he be so

arrogant in the face of Xu Longguan?

This is so special, it’s crazy!

He dared to challenge Xu Longguan in full view?

madman!

This guy is simply a lunatic!

Everyone looked at Lin Fan in disbelief, feeling that this guy was just

looking for death on purpose.

Xu Longguan on the other end didn’t even think that this young man

would be so ignorant of admiration.

He has already expressed his attitude, but he still looks indifferent.

Right now, he was a little angry, and his voice became deeper and

deeper:

“Now, leaving from Lin’s house! I assume that nothing has happened!”

It’s completely in a command tone!

But Lin Fan still didn’t get in with oil and salt, and asked

contemptuously:

“You get out now, I also consider not killing you, how?”

Xu Junzuo?

It’s as if who is not a military seat?

Is the military seat great?

boom!

The voice just fell!

Lin Zongrui and others are about to suffocate!

They looked at Lin Fan in disbelief.

This guy actually threatened to kill Xu Longguan?

What courage is he!

That is China’s military seat, with millions of soldiers. Which of the

four major military seats is not Megatron and powerful.

In the entire Huaxia, there are already under one person and over ten

thousand people, but Lin Fan, an idiot, dare to provoke a military seat

openly?

This guy is looking for death!

“Hahaha, Lin Fan, you idiot, you dare to humiliate Xu Junzuo so much.

You have eaten the courage of the bear heart and leopard, and then

even Da Luo Jinxian will not be able to save your dog’s life.”
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